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“This issue is of utmost importance in California, 
and it is time that we make every effort to end 
the over-representation of African American 

students in special 
education,” Dr. Gamble 
said. He added that he 
hopes the Seminar, 
a forum planned for 
April 17 and several 
focus groups being 
held throughout the 
state will result in clear 
regulations regarding 
over-representation 

and methods for qualifying African American 
students and all culturally and diverse students 
for special education.

Invited speakers include Dr. William Thomas, 
author of book Larry P. Revisited: IQ Testing of 
African Americans; Dr. Betty Henry and Barbara 
Thomas, who were CASP presidents and active 

Equity, Wellness & Excellence at School is the 
theme of CASP’s Spring Conference 2013, to be 
held April 18 and 19 in Sacramento. 

This two-day event will 
feature the Larry P. Seminar, 
a series of presentations 
that will address the history, 
consequences, and current 
cases related to the 1979 
landmark decision. The 
Spring Conference will also 
feature concurrent sessions 
on such topics as autism, 
mental health counseling, 
mental health crisis intervention, and much 
more.

The Larry P. Seminar, led by CASP President 
Brandon Gamble, will also present ways in 
which some school districts and agencies are 
attempting to stem the over-representation of 
African American and other ethnically diverse 
students in special education. continued on page 2

CASP would like to thank the 
Spring Conference sponsor:
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“  This issue is of utmost 
importance in California, and it 

is time that we make every effort 
to end the over-representation 

of African American students in 
special education. ”

Equity, 
WEllnEss & 
ExcEllEncE 
at school

Multi-Ethnic Forum 
to Kick Off Spring 
Conference
Citing the over-representation of minority 
students in general, and African American 
students in particular, CASP President 
Brandon Gamble has called for the first in 
a series of multi-ethnic forums, to be held 
April 17 in Sacramento.

The forum will be a chance for a number 
of associations that work with ethnic youth 
and parents to speak out about such topics 
as the achievement gap, access to quality 
mental health care and ensuring parents’ 
rights. 

“Through this first multi-ethnic forum, we 
hope to make strides in our outreach efforts 
to the African American community,” said 
Dr. Gamble. “I believe we can strengthen 
the profession by joining hands and working 
together.”

continued on page 2

April 18 & 19, 2013
Spring Conference
Doubletree Hotel 

Sacramento
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board	 members	 while	 the	 controversial	 court	
decision was subject of intense debate in the 
1980s and 1990s; Alnita Rettig Dunn, former 
director	 of	 Psychological	 Services	 in	 the	 Los	
Angeles	 Unified	 School	 District	 who	 will	 speak	
on	 utilizing	 intervention	 data	 to	 decrease	 the	
disproportionate referral and placement of 
Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse	(CLD)	students	in	special	
education, and Dr. James 
Hiramoto, who will conduct 
a workshop on the Northern 
California Diagnostic Center’s 
efforts with informal assessment.  

Dr. Gamble will also be joined by 
Doug Siembieda,	 CASP	 Legislative	 Committee	
chair, to speak on current cases related to the 
Larry	 P.	 decision	 and	 over-representation	 of	
culturally	and	linguistically	diverse	students.

Registration is open for the two-day conference, 
to be held at the DoubleTree Hotel in Sacramento. 
For	more	 information	 visit	 the	CASP	website	at	
www.casponline.org.	Members	will	receive	email	
updates on the conference during the next two 
months.

Fred Balcom, special education director for 
the state Department of Education will be the 
featured luncheon speaker on April 18. Be sure 
to	 get	 tickets	 to	 this	 event,	 during	 which	 Dr.	
Balcom	will	 speak	 on	 the	 state’s	 point	 of	 view	
regarding:	Initial	reasoning	for	the	decision	and	
historical actions, including expansion of the ban 

Spring Conference
continued from page 1

on using IQ testing on African American students 
for	special	education,	Crawford	vs.	Honig,	Larry	
P. task forces, the current status of IQ testing 
with Black students, alternate determinations 
and future actions regarding the issue.

The popular Student/Practitioner Pizza Party is 
expected to return at noon on April 19. At this 
event,	 students	 and	 working	 professionals	 talk	
about what is being taught in school psychology 
programs and how it relates to jobs in school 
psychology, as well as other professional issues.

A	series	of	advanced	workshops,	
three and six hours in length 
and all offering continuing 
education credits through the 
BBS and continuing professional 
development	 for	NCSPs,	will	 be	
featured. These include a looks 
at	 crisis	 intervention	 through	

PREPaRE, by Dr. Stephen Brock, one of the 
authors of this nationwide program; Autism and 
the	 Law:	 Empower	 Yourself	 by	 Knowing	 What	
the Judges are Saying!, featuring attorney Marcy 
Gutierrez; as well as a special education legal 
update from attorney Carl B. Corbin; assessing 
ELL	 students	 with	 Dr.	 Pedro	 Olvera;	 the	 “New	
Autisms”:	 DSM-5	 and	 the	 School	 Psychologist,	
with Dr. Ann Simun; and Why Offer Group 
Counseling, with Dr. Leslie Cooley.

Smaller	in	scope	than	the	annual	convention,	the	
Spring Conference features more workshops and 
fewer papers, mini-skills workshops and posters. 
The conference is sponsored by MHS and is 
chaired by Dr. Brock. 

For updates check the CASP website at            
http://www.casponline.org

CASP would like to 
thank the Spring 

Conference sponsor:

Biography:	Fred Balcom
After teaching at both the high school and 
middle	 school	 levels,	 Fred	 served	 as	 the	
district administrator for special education 
and	 student	 services	 in	 a	 local	 school	
district.	He	then	served	as	a	Visiting	Educator	
and Administrator for the 
California Department of 
Education	 (CDE)	 before	
leaving	 to	 become	
the State Director for 
Special Education for 
Idaho.	 Upon	 his	 return	
to California, he was an 
assistant superintendent 
for	 Yolo	County	Office	of	
Education	 and	 the	 Executive	 Director	 for	
the	Yolo	County	First	Five	Commission.	After	
managing	 the	 High	 Priority	 Schools	 Office	
for the CDE, he was appointed as Director 
for	 the	 District	 and	 School	 Improvement	
Division	in	March,	2008.	

FRED BALCOM

Equity, WEllnEss & ExcEllEncE at schoolEquity, 
WEllnEss & 
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Dr. Gamble and a number of CASP Board 
members	 have	 been	 meeting	 with	 focus	
groups throughout the state on a number 
of education-related issues that affect 
minority students. The results of these focus 
group discussions will be used to shape the 
forum, to be held at the DoubleTree Hotel 
in	 Sacramento	 from	 6:00	 –	 7:30pm	 on	
April 17. All school psychologists, parents, 
administrators and interested parties are 
invited	to	participate	in	this	event.

The	1979	 Larry	 P.	 vs.	 Riles	 decision,	 and	
subsequent decisions and actions on the 
part of the state Department of Education 
and other groups will be among the topics 
at CASP’s Spring Conference, April 18 and 
19, at the DoubleTree Hotel. 

Updates	 will	 on	 the	 Multi-Ethnic	 Forum	
and on the Spring Conference will soon 
be	 available	 on	 the	 CASP	 website	 at												
http://www.casponline.org

Multi-Ethnic Forum
continued from page 1

Workshops for LEPs and Those Planning to Be
CASP will hold one day of LEP-related workshops 
on Saturday, April 20, 2013 at the Doubletree 
Hotel in Sacramento. This is the only time CASP 
will offer the workshops licensed educational 
psychologists must take to renew their licenses 
in 2013 before June.

Bonus	 workshops	 –	 one	 for	 those	 studying	
to become LEPs and another for those 
contemplating	setting	up	private	practices	–	will	
also	be	offered	at	the	April	20	event.

To register return to the CASP home page or 
set your browser to www.casponline.org  
Click on LEP Workshops or on LEP at the 
top of the page.

LEPs still in need of mandated courses 
may choose among the three mandated 
courses for 2012-2013 license renewal. 
LEPs	 must	 have	 taken	 the	 15-hour	

Alcoholism and Other Chemical Substance 
Dependency,	six-hour	Law	and	Ethics	and	seven-
hour Child Abuse Assessment workshops, or 
equivalent	workshops,	before	renewing	licenses	
in 2013. 

These workshops also qualify for NCSP CPD, 
under	 provider	 number	 1025,	 California	
Association of School Psychologists.

Sean Surfas will be back to instruct workshop 
attendees on what to study for the Board of 
Behavioral	 Sciences	 LEP	 exam.	 That	 workshop	

will be held in the morning, with the 
afternoon	devoted	to	how	to	set	up	your	
LEP business once you are licensed. 
Attendees may choose between one or 
both workshops.

continued on page 4
SEAN SURFAS

Equity, 
WEllnEss & 
ExcEllEncE 
at school
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UnMASC the Many Faces of Anxiety

The Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children 
2nd Edition™ (MASC 2™) assesses the presence 
of symptoms related to anxiety disorders in youth 
aged 8 to 19 years.

mhs.com/MASC2

The CEFI is a comprehensive evaluation of
executive function strengths and weaknesses
in youth aged 5 to 18 years.

Attention Emotion Regulation    Flexibility
Inhibitory Control Initiation   Organization

Planning Self-Monitoring    Working Memory

Provides scores on:

Normed on a sample of 3,500 youth who represent the U.S. population:

 Race/Ethnicity

 Geographic Region

mhs.com/CEFI
*FREE Book Offer!

By Jack A. Naglieri, Ph.D., & 
Eric B. Pickering, Ph.D., 
with Spanish Handouts by 
Tulio Otero, Ph.D., & Mary 
Moreno, Ph.D.

Offers a fresh practical approach to teaching 
struggling students in the K-12 grades.  Applying 
their expert knowledge of how children learn, the 
authors have incorporated a short questionnaire 
for school psychologists and 75 intervention 
handouts to assist teachers.

Pre-order any CEFI Kit and receive 
a FREE book, value of $40.  
Offer valid until December 31, 2013.

 Gender  Age

 Parental Education
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After the recent tragedy in Connecticut, where a 
school	 lost	a	classroom	of	children	and	several	
adults, the nation again was sadly reminded of 
the	fragility	of	life.	Subsequent	violent	acts	have	
happened	 in	Kern	County,	CA,	Chicago,	 IL,	with	
injuries	 and	 loss	 of	 life	 at	 schools	 or	 involving	
children.	Much	of	the	resultant	conversation	has	
come back to us for answers about mental health 
and	preventative	actions	schools	can	take	in	the	
aftermath	of	such	violence.	School	psychologists	
must	be	advocates	for	child	safety,	wellness,	and	
pro-social	development.	
For	school	psychologists	who	have	had	to	respond	
to	violent	 incidents	that	 impact	the	students	or	
families	 we	 serve,	 having	 access	 to	 the	 latest	
resources and training in crisis response makes 
the situation a little easier to address. Out of 
similar tragedies in the late 1990s NASP and 
CASP	have	become	better	equipped	to	respond	
to such challenges and we are fortunate to 
have	 board	members	 like	 Rich	 Lieberman	 and	
Stephen Brock as experts in crisis response.

School Psychologists are Link to 
School Safety
By Brandon Gamble, CASP President

Across the country at 
universities,	 school	
districts,	and	even	some	
private	 institutions,	 administrators	 and	 law	
enforcement	 officials	 are	 sharing	 information	
and	ways	to	react	during	a	crisis	event.	While	this	
is important work, in my humble opinion, school 
psychologists can take on the deeper societal 
challenge	 of	 doing	 the	 preventative	 work.	 For	
example,	 help	 children	 learn	 about	 conflict	
resolution.	 Also,	 provide	 ongoing	 professional	
development	for	teachers	and	other	educators	on	
how	to	identify	read	flags	to	indicate	when	there	
is a need for us to conduct threat assessments. 
CASP has and will continue to make efforts 
to	 provide	 you	 with	 the	 best	 resources	 and	
information to help you and other educators 
address	 the	 challenges	 of	 violence	 prevention	
and	intervention.		
The other societal challenges that impact access 
to the best in mental health and psychological 
assessments may seem at times as intractable, 

such as increasing African American student 
achievement	 or	 decreasing	 suspension	 rates,	
which could result in decreasing the school-to-
prison pipeline. CASP is making the effort to 
address these challenges by doing something 
we	have	 to	not	done	before.	We	are	 looking	 to	
partner with organizations like the Association of 
Black Psychologists to address African American 
student	achievement.	Also,	I	have	been	connected	
with staff at the California Endowment to 
collaborate on ways to slow the school-to-prison 
pipeline. Our upcoming conference will feature a 
town-hall with parents and community members 
where both these topics will be discussed.  
This edition of CASP Today	 provides	 articles	
and information regarding CASP’s and NASP’s 
efforts	to	address	violence,	our	efforts	at	policy	
and relationship building to tackle the legacy of 
Larry P.  Also, you can read more in our ongoing 
series on the expansion of the role of school 
psychologists. Most pressing, is our upcoming 
conference in Sacramento!  Our staff has been 
working	 overtime	 to	 ensure	 a	 memorable	 and	
unique	event.	I	offer	them	my	special	thanks	as	
I	have	had	a	vision	for	a	parent	and	community	
forum the day before the conference, and a 
strand on our history and the latest with the 
Larry P court case.   
I look forward to seeing you in Sacramento.  Ψ

continued on page 8

Howie Vann, a consultant to alcohol/drug 
treatment facilities and educational institutions 
where	he	does	in-service	training	on	addictions	
and their effects on the family systems, will 
serve	 as	 instructor	 of	 the	 two-day,	 15-hour,	
ALCOHOLiSM and OTHER CHEMiCAL SUBSTANCE 
DEPENDENCy workshop. Because of the length 
of this workshop, it will start on Friday, April 19, 
at	 8:30	 am	 and	 end	 at	 5:00	 pm,	 resuming	 at	
8:30	am	on	Saturday,	April	20.

Carl D. Corbin, assistant general counsel, of 
the	 public	 law	 firm	 School	 and	 College	 Legal	
Services	 of	 California,	will	 instruct	 the	 two-part	
Law and Ethics/Legally Defensible Practices 
in Assessment workshops. The two workshops 
together meet the 6-hour requirement of Law 
and	 Ethics	 for	 LEPs.	 However,	 the	 two	 can	
be taken as one workshop or two, and NCSP 
continuing	 professional	 development	 hours	will	
also be offered. The two sessions will be held 
Saturday,	April	20,	at	9:00	am	–	noon	and	from	
1:00	pm–4:00	pm.

The CHiLD ABUSE ASSESSMENT workshop will 
be	held	from	8:30	am	to	4:30	pm	on	the	same	
date. Betty Connolly, a school psychologist and 
program specialist with the El Dorado County 
Office	of	Education,	will	be	the	instructor.	She	has	
developed	her	skills	through	a	broad	background	
of education and experience for more than 20 
years,	and	has	been	involved	in	the	development	

chemical dependency; legal aspects of substance 
abuse; knowledge of certain populations at risk 
with regard to substance abuse; community 
resources offering assessment, treatment and 
follow-up for the abuser and family; the process 

of referring affected persons; and 
education	concerning	and	prevention	of	
substance abuse. 

Family dynamics/impact of addiction, 
needs of special populations and 
treatment options will be explored. 
Educational materials, community 
resources will additionally be shared.

The LAW AND ETHiCS and LEGALLy 
DEFENSiBLE PRACTiCES iN 
ASSESSMENT combine to satisfy the 
six-hour	 “law	 and	 ethics”	 requirement	
for LEPs. One or both of these 
workshops may be taken. The Law and 
Ethics	 attendees	 will	 review	 the	 laws,	
regulations,	and	ethical	 rules	governing	
the role of a school psychologist and 
Licensed	Educational	Psychologist	(LEP).	
The	 presentation	 will	 provide	 guidance	
to school psychologists and LEPs in 
navigating	 difficult	 dilemmas	 in	 daily	
practice.

Legally Defensible Practices in 
Assessment	attendees	will	 review	the	 laws	and	
regulations	 under	 both	 the	 federal	 Individuals	
with	 Disabilities	 Education	 Act	 (“IDEA”)	 and	
California	 law	 governing	 special	 education	

Workshops for LEPs
continued from page 2

of	innovative	programs	for	students	with	autism	
and	other	 severe	disabilities.	Ms.	Connolly	 is	 a	
licensed educational psychologist and consults 
privately	with	school	districts	and	other	agencies	
to	provide	assessment,	program	evaluation	and	
behavioral	consultation	for	students	with	
severe	disabilities.	

This two-day alcohol and substance 
abuse	presentation	is	designed	to	provide	
participants with a basic understanding 
of the role of alcohol and drugs and the 
dynamics	 of	 addiction	 in	 the	 lives	 of	
many of the clients/pupils with whom 
you will be working. It is designed 
to meet the licensing requirements 
for LEP’s and Marriage and Family 
Therapists	(MFT’s)	and	knowledge	base	
for	 school	 counselors	 (PPS’s).	 Included	
in	 the	 presentation	 is	 the	 definition	
of alcoholism and other chemical 
dependency	 concerns	 (including	 co-
morbidity)	 and	 the	 medical	 aspects	
of addiction, assessment, diagnosis, 
treatment	 and	 relapse	 prevention	
strategies to gain an understanding of 
“whole	 person”	 assessment	 from	 an	
addiction	recovery	perspective.	

The	15-hour	workshop	will	 also	 include	
training	in:	The	definition	of	alcoholism	and	other	
chemical	dependency,	and	the	evaluation	of	the	
abuser; medical aspects of alcoholism and other 
chemical dependency, current theories of the 
etiology of substance abuse, the role of persons 
and systems that support or compound the abuse; 
major treatment approaches to alcoholism and 

CARL CORBIN

BETTY CONNOLLY

HOWIE VANN



A Message from the Executive 
Director
By Suzanne Fisher

Thirteen-year-old Seth Walsh could no longer 
take	the	severe	and	persistent	peer-on-peer	sex-
based harassment he suffered as a student at 
Jacobsen Middle School in Tehachapi, CA. So, he 
ended his life.

As his life ended, his legacy began. One month 
after Seth took his own life, in October 2010, 
the	 U.S.	 Department	 of	 Education	 received	 a	
complaint	alleging	that	Seth	had	been	the	victim	
of	severe	and	persistent	peer-on-peer	sex-based	
harassment while he was a student at Jacobsen. 
After	 receiving	 the	 complaint,	 the	 Department	
of	Education	initiated	an	extensive	investigation	
into the circumstances leading to Walsh’s death 
and, together with the Department of Justice, 
worked	collaboratively	with	the	school	district	to	
resolve	the	violations.

The	 investigation	 found	 that	Seth	was	 targeted	
for harassment for more than two school years 
because of his nonconformity with gender ste-
reotypes, including his predominantly female 
friendships and stereotypically feminine man-
nerisms, speech and clothing. His peers reacted 
with	 verbal,	 physical	 and	 sexual	 harassment,	

and gender-based harassment for all students, 
administrators, teachers, counselors and other 
staff who interact with students. In addition, 
the district will assess the presence of sexual 
and gender-based harassment in its schools 
through	school	climate	surveys,	adopt	appropri-
ate	actions	to	address	issues	identified	by	those	
surveys	and	form	an	advisory	committee	of	ad-
ministrators,	students	and	parents	to	advise	the	
district on school climate issues related to sex-
based harassment.

These remedies include policies and regulations 
that	 all	 school	 districts	 should	 already	 have	 in	
place. School psychologists should know where 
their	districts	stand	on	such	policies	–	whether	
they	 are	 pro-active	 or	 if	 the	 district	 has	 a	 “live	
and	let	live”	attitude	toward	student	harassment	
of	any	kind.	If	your	district	leaders	seem	to	have	
a	“boys	will	be	boys”	attitude	when	investigating	
complaints of harassment or if no consequences 
or	 action	 is	 ever	 taken	 on	 behalf	 of	 harassed	
students, it’s time for you to take action. Ask 
your administrators why there is no policy, or, if 
there is a weak policy, suggest how it could be 
strengthened. Work with teachers and other pupil 
services	professionals	to	form	a	coalition	aimed	
at ending the harassment. Tell the administrators 
about students in your district who you know 
are being harassed. Look into the many, many 
programs that can be used to change attitudes 
among	students	–	and	adults.

But don’t wait until someone ends the harassment 
the way Seth did. Ψ
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Affiliate Updates

which was ongoing 
and escalating. The 
district	was	notified	of	
the	harassment,	but	did	not	do	enough	to	inves-
tigate or respond to it.

The	result	was	a	finding	by	both	the	departments	
of	Education	and	Justice	that	the	Tehachapi	Uni-
fied	School	District	violated	Title	IX	and	Title	IV.

Fortunately,	this	led	the	district	to	take	a	variety	
of	 steps	 to	 prevent	 sexual	 and	 gender-based	
harassment at all of its schools, to respond ap-
propriately to harassment that occurs and to 
eliminate	the	hostile	environment	resulting	from	
harassment.	 The	 district	 agreed	 to	 revise	 its	
policies and regulations related to sexual and 
gender-based harassment and to retain a con-
sultant	to	provide	mandatory	trainings	on	sexual	

“  Ask your administrators why 
there is no policy, or, if there is a 
weak policy, suggest how it could 

be strengthened. ”

Foothill Association of School Psychologists

FASP,	 serving	 31	 districts	 in	 the	 Foothill	 region,	
would like members and non-members alike to 
check out its website at www.fasponline.org 
FASP’s next workshop, Bilingual Assessments; 
Assessing English Language Learners, presented 
by	Dr.	Pedro	Olvera,	will	be	held	on	February	22,	
2013.	Registration	information	is	available	at	the	
website	above.
The	workshop:	Multi-tiered	Reading	 Intervention	
presented	 by	 Dr.	 Kristin	 Powers	 and	Mark	 Raia	
has been postponed. The new date will be posted 
soon.     
The	 affiliate’s	 workshop	 on	 recent	 changes	 in	
mental	 health	 services	 was	 a	 huge	 success!	
Thank	you	to	everyone	who	came	out	to	support	
FASP and learn more about this interesting and 
ever	changing	topic!	Also	FASP	would	like	to	send	
a	big	THANK	YOU	to	Tom	Sopp	and	Josie	Woodson	
for speaking.  
Our	 first	 annual	 Wine	 Tasting	 Fundraiser	 was	
a	hit	as	well!	Thank	you	to	everyone	who	 joined	
us for the delicious wine and appetizers and the 
wonderful atmosphere of the San Antonio Winery!  
Thanks to you we were able to raise money that will 
allow FASP to offer more educational experiences 
for School Psychologists and fellow educators.  
FASP	will,	of	course,	be	having	more	workshops		
throughout the year. If you would like to be 
emailed information about upcoming workshops 

please contact us at fasponline@gmail.com. We 
have	recently	starte	dan	interactive	forum	on	the	
FASP website. School psychologists can join our 
website and begin sharing questions, concerns, 
and information. 

Delta Area Association of School 
Psychologists

DAASP is presenting Training & Job-Alike in Autism 
Assessment	 to	 Intervention,	with	Ananda	Aspen	
from the Diagnostic Center of Central California, 
on	February	19.	Check	in	is	at	8:00	am	with	the	
presentation	 starting	 at	 8:30	 am.at	 the	 Lincoln	
Unified	 School	 District	 Board	 room	 in	 Stockton.	
Attendance is free for DAASP members. See the 
DAASP website for details.

Los Angeles Association of School 
Psychologists

LAASP will host a LEP Preparation Workshop 
on	March	 16	 at	 8:30	 am	 at	 the	 UTLA	 Building.	
The	 workshop	 will	 cover:	 	 applying	 for	 the	 LEP;	
test	 taking	 strategies;	 areas	 covered	 on	 the	
test; Study/Resource Guide; suggested books, 
articles, study materials; and expectations for the 
day of the test. 
The workshop will be presented by Christine 
Toleson; Behshid Nickpay, Psy.D.; & Jeannine 
Topalian, Psy.D. For more information go to 
www.laasponline.org

San Diego County Association of School 
Psychologists

SANDCASP presents Jack Naglieri, PhD, speaking 
on	 Cognitive	 Testing	 in	 the	 Era	 of	 Response	 to	
Intervention,	 with	 an	 overview	 of	 current	 and	
new assessment tools! The workshop will be 
held March 21, 2013, at Alliant International 
University,	Zable	Hall.	Registration	to	begin	soon	
at http://www.sandcasp.com
The association will also present Monet Templeton, 
Psy.D. & Sergio Campos, Psy.D..Essential Issues in 
Assessment of English Learners, April 23, 2013. 
Location and time will be announced soon. 

Ventura County Association of School 
Psychologists

VCASP has a busy schedule with two workshops 
planned for this month and next. On February 
22	 from	 	2:00-4:00	p.m.,	a	 representative	 from	
Pearson	Assessments	will	present	D-KEFS	Delis	
Kaplan	Executive	Function	System.	
And on March 22, Dr. Michael Furlong will present 
Mental	Health	vs.	Mental	Illness.	Time	and	place	
to be determined. Check the VCASP website for 
more information at
http://www.freewebs.com/vcasp

continued on page 6
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Building Capacity for Rti2: Practical Strategies for 
Sustained Outcomes
Deeds	Gill,	Jennifer	Gavolia,	Catherine	Christo,	PhD,	LEP,	Carin	Contreras

SLD Eligibility Decisions: Differences Among Models
Catherine Christo, PhD, LEP

Collecting and Using Rti Data at Each Tier
Sarah Taino, PhD, NCSP, and Tricia Crosby-Cooper, PhD

Educators and Self-injury: Focus on intervention
Richard Lieberman NCSP, and Laura Dorko, Psy.D. www.casponline.org
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A MODEL Approach to Conducting Assessment of Bilingual 
(English & Spanish) Students: A Psychoeducational Assessment 
Approach Grounded in CHC Theory  
Pedro	Olvera,	Psy.D.,	LEP	and	Lino	Gomez-Cerrillo,	M.A.

Promoting School Psychologists’ Competence During Legally 
Challenging IEP’s 
Doug Siembieda

issues in Autism: Facilitating improved Social Communication for 
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorders
Jan	Van	Horne,	M.A.	and	Chava	Kreitenberg,	Ed.S.,	BICM

Navigating the Job Hunt and Thriving as New School Psychologist
Kelly	Graydon,	PhD,	Vhenus	Belisle,	Ed.S.	and	Pedro	Olvera,	Psy.D.,	LEP

Executive Function Challenges in Children: Assessment and intervention 
Mary	Joann	Lang,	PhD,	A.B.P.N.,	B.C.B.A.-D,	and	David	Morrison,	Ed.D.

investments That Pay Off: Selecting interventions That Get Results!
Jenny L. Jones, M.A., LEP, ABSNP

Demystifying Response-to-intervention: A Practical Approach for 
School Psychologists
Tricia Crosby-Cooper, PhD, NCSP and Sarah Taino-Munton, PhD

All you Want to Know About Counseling Students: From Teaching Social 
Skills That Generalize to Using the Resiliency Model
Chris Ellis and Christine Toleson

Stress, Trauma, and the Brain: How to Assess, Designate, and Serve
Regalena	“Reggie”	Melrose,	PhD

Assessing Students with Visual impairments
Betty Henry, PhD, NCSP

Tips for Successfully Developing 
Legally Compliant iEPs
Anne Sherlock, Senior Associate,
Fagan, Friedman & Fulfrost, LLP

Suicide Prevention in the Schools: 
Best Practices
Stephen Brock and Richard Lieberman
Charges apply. Extra charges for 
CEUs	or	CPD.

Need continuing professional development? 
Don’t have time to travel to get it?
Try the CASP online workshops!
CASP has 16 webinars online that can be accessed 
from	your	home	or	office	computer.	CEUs	for	LEPs,	
LMFTs, LPCCs and LCSWs, plus, CPD for NCSPs are 
available	for	most	of	the	webinars.	
For a description go to www.casponline.org for more information 
on how you can watch and learn. CASP is currently offering the 
following	webinars	online:

CASP 

ONLINE 

WORkSHOPS
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Orange County Association of School 
Psychologists

OCASP	will	hold	a	“Double	Feature”	workshop	on	
March	 15	 at	 the	 Orange	 County	 Unified	 School	
District	offices.	
From	That	would	be	great!	The	flyer	 is	attached.	
The	 presenters	 are	 Dr.	 David	 Morrison	 and	 Dr.	
Kelly	Kennedy.	The	brief	descriptions	are	copied	
below.	The	workshops	are	on	March	15	at	OUSD.	
Thank you!
8:30	 am	 -	 11:30	 am	 -	 Dr.	 David	 Morrison:	 will	
present	Emotional	Disturbance	Eligibility:	Breaking	
it Down. This workshop will teach attendees to 
identify	the	specific	challenges	of	determining	the	
eligibility of the emotionally disturbed child that 
can	result	in	misidentification.	The	controversy	of	
this	eligibility	with	specific	emphasis	on	delineating	
between social maladjustment, conduct disorder 
and emotional disturbance will be discussed. In 
addition, Dr. Morrison will discuss the integration 
of	 various	 assessment	 methods	 that	 would	
support eligibility.

12:30	 pm	 -	 3:00	 pm	 --	 Dr.	 Kelly	 Kennedy:	 will	
present	Strategies	for	Supporting	LGBTQ	Youth	in	
Schools.	This	workshop	covers	a	range	of	topics	
related to supporting lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender,	 and	 questioning	 (LGBTQ)	 students	
in	school	settings.	Dr.	Kennedy	will	address	risk	
and	protective	factors,	legal	issues,	strategies	for	
assessing	and	improving	positive	school	climates	
for LGBTQ youth, counseling strategies for 
working directly with LGBTQ youth and parents, 
and identifying community-based resources.
Register at http://www.ocasp.wildapricot.org

Affiliate Leadership Day 
Set for May 6
All	affiliate	leaders	are	invited	to	participate	in	the	
2013	Affiliate	Leadership	Day,	 to	be	held	May	6	
at	the	Capitol.	CASP	plans	to	update	the	affiliate	
leaders on current legislation and association 
activities.	We	also	hope	to	then	have	affiliate	visit	
the	Capitol	offices	of	their	local	legislators.	
More	 information	 about	 the	 upcoming	 Affiliate	
Leadership	Day	will	be	available	within	 the	next	
few	weeks.	Save	the	date!

Affiliate Updates
continued from page 5

Congratulations! 

Stephen E. Brock, PhD, former CASP president, 
co-developer	of	NASP’s	PREPaRE	crisis	

program,	former	CASP	Convention	Committee	
chair and current Spring Conference Committee 

chair has been elected the 2013-2014 
president-elect of NASP. 

http://www.casponline.org
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School Psychologists “On Call” for School 
Crisis Support
By Larisa Pikover, Cathy Paine and Richard Lieberman

Scarcely one month after the tragic Sandy Hook 
shootings, reports emerged about yet another 
school shooting, this time here, in California. In 
the	morning	of	Jan.	10,	at	Taft	Union	High	School,	
located	 in	 Kern	 County,	 a	 high	 school	 student	
walked into his science classroom and quickly 
fired	one	round	from	a	shotgun	striking	a	16-year-
old student in the chest. A second round was 
fired	at	another	student,	however	no	one	was	hit.		
The teacher and administrator were able to talk 
the student into dropping the weapon. Thankfully 
there were no fatalities. Nonetheless, the close 
proximity in time of the Sandy Hood shootings 
did exacerbate the impact within this school and 
community.

As soon as the incident was reported, National 
Emergency	 Assistance	 Team	 (NEAT)	 members	
began to collaborate regarding response and 
potential support for the district.  NEAT is part of 
the National Association of School Psychologists’ 
(NASP)	 effort	 to	 help	 schools,	 families	 and	
communities respond to crisis situations.  
Designated NEAT members reached out to the 
high school’s school psychologist and Special 
Services	 Director,	 extending	 support.	 	 As	 part	
of the NEAT process, we also partnered with 
the CASP president and NASP state delegate in 
an	 effort	 to	 provide	 greater	 local	 support	 and	
outreach.

NEAT	 provided	 support	 to	 Taft	 High’s	 school	
psychologist	 and	 support	 staff	 via	 phone	 and	
Internet during the days immediately following 
the shooting.  We assisted them in preparing for 
the	staff	and	students	return	to	school	five	days	
after the shooting, the following Tuesday.  We 
reviewed	relevant	NASP	handouts	and	answered	
questions about ways they could support the 
students and staff members.

First, we addressed the topic of school safety.  Of 
critical importance was reinforcing school safety 
and reassuring students that schools are indeed 
save	environments.	Students	must	be	reminded	

about the steps their school is taking to keep 
them safe. School administrators can reassure 
students, staff and parents that schools are 
generally	 very	 safe	places	 for	 children	and	can	
reiterate what safety measures and student 
supports are in place in their school. 

Second, we discussed strategies for taking to 
students	 about	 violence.	 	 Since	 youth	 look	 to	
adults for information and guidance on how to 
react, parents and school personnel can help 
students feel safe by establishing a sense of 
normalcy and security and talking with them 
about their fears. High school-aged students 
tend	 have	 strong	 and	 varying	 opinions	 about	
the	 causes	 of	 violence	 in	 schools	 and	 society.		
They tend to share concrete suggestions about 
school	 safety	 and	 violence	 prevention.	 Thus,	
parents and school staff can emphasize the 
role	 that	 students	 have	 in	 maintaining	 safe	
schools by following school safety guidelines, 
communicating any personal safety concerns to 
school administrators, and accessing support for 
emotional needs. 

Third, we focused on common crisis reactions 
and risks and symptoms of a more serious 
nature. It is common for youth to display different 
symptoms of distress following exposure to a 

traumatic	 event.	 In	 most	 cases	 the	 reactions	
are temporary and gradually lessen in the days 
and	weeks	following	the	event.	 	However,	when	
reactions	 are	 part	 of	 more	 severe	 emotional	
trauma it is important that adults know how to 
identify traumatized youth so that appropriate 
and timely access to mental health support can 
be	provided.

Finally, we emphasized the importance of 
supporting the staff.  A challenge in a crisis 
situation	like	this	is	providing	support	for	teachers	
and	school	staff	that	present	with	different	levels	
of emotional impact.  It is important to remember 
that the staff members who are working with 
students in crisis situations are also responding 
in	 their	 own	 manner	 to	 the	 traumatic	 event.	
Information regarding adult responses to trauma 
can help support the staff and allow them to 
normalize reactions. Referrals for mental health 
support	would	also	be	provided	as	needed.

The school psychologist expressed relief and 
appreciation	 at	 having	 NASP/CASP	 available	
to talk through issues and greatly appreciated 
NEAT’s guidance and handouts. He stated that 
most of the NASP handouts shared were going 
to be utilized with staff members, parents and 
students. He also felt the support helped him 
process his own myriad feelings, and feel less 
overwhelmed	and	more	prepared	for	the	weeks	
to come.

Ongoing collaboration with the Taft school 
psychologist	revealed	that	the	district	was	taking	
appropriate steps for the protection and safety 
of	students	and	staff.	Counseling	services	were	
made	 available	 both	 on	 site	 as	 well	 as	 within	
the community. Numerous counselors and 
agencies	 were	 providing	 support	 to	 the	 school	
and community. Further, a nationally recognized 
trauma specialist/grief counselor was working 
closely with staff and students to deal with the 
traumatic	event.	NEAT	wants	to	acknowledge	the	
extraordinary response of the school psychologist, 
school staff, district administration, local support 
and outside mental health personnel that 
were	quick	 to	 intervene	and	very	 responsive	 to	
students, parents and staff needs.

NEAT reconnected with the school psychologist 
one	week	later	and	he	revealed	that	feelings	of	
tension were mixed in with feelings of relief to 
return to the regular school routine. The district 
was taking measures to reestablish a sense 
of normalcy and security, and though the road 
ahead may be faced with some uncertainty, he 
felt optimistic that each day was “another step 
toward	 calmness.”	 We	 were	 informed	 that	 the	
student	 attendance	 rate	 was	 above	 average	
during	 that	 first	week	 back	 and	 an	 abundance	
of counselors and agencies continued to be on 
hand to support staff and students. Research 
behind	the	PREPaRE	school	crisis	prevention	and	
intervention	 model	 (developed	 by	 CASP/NASP)	
indicates that students will return to school if 
the school is not only safe, but if the students 

continued on page 10

“  Research behind the PREPaRE 
school crisis prevention and 

intervention model (developed 
by CASP/NASP) indicates that 
students will return to school if 

the school is not only safe, but if 
the students actually perceive the 

school as being safe. ”
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“Larry P Moved Down the Hall”- Part 3

Again,	I	want	to	thank	the	people	who	have	written	
in	 with	 comments	 and	 even	 shared	 articles	
regarding the challenges in the assessment 
and placement of African American youth.  The 
worst challenge and one that remains salient 
since the time of the 1970’s when the original 
Larry P	court	case	was	adjudicated	 is	 the	over-
representation of African American youth in 
special education placements.  To that end will 
share my suggestions for actions that CASP 
should take to change the dynamic that remains 
as a result of the legacy of the case of Larry P. 

What is more important to me going forward 
as	the	president	of	CASP	is	that	we	make	every	
effort	 to	 end	 the	 overrepresentation	 of	 African	
American students in special education. If that 
means that in the process we work with the State 
Department of Education to end the test ban, 
then so be it. If a more stringent test ban comes, 
then so be it. It is about the future of our state 
as	lived	through	the	lives	if	African	American	and	
all students. To paraphrase Fredrick Douglass, if 
one group of children are not free to fully enjoy 
the best a California education has to offer than 
none are free.  

If one were to read the history of the Larry 
P.	 from	 the	 perspective	 of	 the	 California	
Association of School Psychologists’ efforts 
and other commentary, you could come away 
with	the	 impression	that	better	or	“non-biased”	
testing	would	have	solved	the	challenges	posed	
by Larry P. in 1989.  Clearly, the issue is more 
complex and challenging than was imagined by 
school psychologists and other professionals 
in the 1970’s and 1980’s.  To assume, that at 
this juncture anyone could just come up with a 
plan to change things would be presumptuous, 
and	 I	 have	 moments	 of	 confidence	 but	 not	
delusions. To be direct, what I am suggesting 
is that we expand our efforts beyond the one-
dimensional plane of assessments toward a 
more	 comprehensive	 coalition-based	 approach	
which takes into account more of the challenges 
faced by parents raising African American youth. 

By Brandon Gamble, Ed.D., CASP President

We can not do it alone this time.  

I	 propose	 that	CASP	develop	 relationships	with	
key parent and community groups to discuss 
how school psychologists can best support 
parents’ efforts to understand their rights and 
responsibilities in raising their children. I would 
like	 to	 see	 us	 be	 more	 proactive	 in	 providing	

direct information to community organizations 
and parent education centers. As of the writing 
of this article CASP members are meeting with 
parents groups in the state in focus group formats 
to get their opinion on the image and actions 
of school psychologists.  This is done so that 
we can do a better job of working with parents 
and	community	members	to	address	significant	
challenges	which	impact	their	children’s	lives.

Our	 affiliates	 should	 continue	 to	 work	 with	
school board members to help them keep their 
constituents aware of the mental health and 
psychological	services	school	psychologists	can	
provide.		In	the	particular	case	of	African	American	
youth, we should work with school boards to host 
parent	events	to	specifically	reach	out	to	African	
American parents as well as all parents. Issues 
like	the	achievement	gap,	motivation	for	college,	
reducing	 the	 “school	 to	 prison	 pipeline,”	 and	
overall	wellness	should	be	discussed.

I would like to see CASP offer greater support of 
the work researchers and graduate students do 
to address the challenges that African American 
students	 face.	 Issues	such	as	 the	achievement	
gap,	overrepresentation	in	special	education,	and	
limited	access	to	quality	mental	health	services	

are data-based topics worthy of support.

As it is CASP had not had a broad history of forming 
alliances with African American organizations to 
take	on	 the	challenge	of	over-representation	of	
African American students in special education. 
But	 we	 see	 the	 need	 to	 change	 this	 and	 have	
already	 begun	 to	 reach	 out	 to	 various	 groups.	
The	Association	of	Black	Psychologists	(AB	Psi),	
National Alliance of Black School Educators, and 
the	National	Association	for	the	Advancement	of	
Colored People are a few of the organizations we 
look forward to partnering with. Although AB Psi 
and	CASP	members	 testified	on	opposite	 sides	
of the original Larry P Court case, that does not 
mean	 in	2013	we	cannot	find	common	ground	
to address the challenges African American 
students face.  

A parent town hall meeting is to be held to discuss 
concrete feedback from parents and community 
regarding	 issues	 such	 as,	 Mental	 Health	 vs.	
Mental	 Illness	 stigma,	 the	 achievement	 gap,	
gifted assessments, as well as ways they see 
school	 psychologists	 as	 helpful	 to	 their	 lives.	
Hopefully,	this	will	be	one	of	many	conversations	
CASP	 will	 have	 with	 parents.	 This	 town	 hall	
meeting will be held just before our Spring 
Conference,	April	17,	2013	from	6:00-7:30pm	at	
the Sacramento Doubletree Hotel.

The type of political action I am suggesting is not 
novel	but	it	is	a	new	way	for	CASP	to	do	business	
regarding	a	particular	issue	that	has	defined	our	
organization for the past 40 years. The Larry P. 
court case to some degree made us a stronger 
organization,	 however	 if	 we	 are	 going	 to	 move	
forward	we	have	must	tend	to	the	legacy	of	the	
case.	Somewhere	the	children	in	that	case	have	
children and maybe grandchildren. They likely 
attend one of our schools. What would they say 
now about how we addressing their progeny’s 
needs? I hope they would be proud to know that 
we	are	 doing	 all	 we	 can	 provide	 all	 children	 in	
California	 the	 best	 instruction	 and	 services	
possible.  

“  Issues like the achievement 
gap, motivation for college, 

reducing the “school to prison 
pipeline,” and overall wellness 

should be discussed. ”

Ψ

assessments and report writing. The presentation 
should answer most common questions school 
psychologists	have	regarding	conducting	a	legally	
defensible assessment and writing a legally 
defensible assessment report. 

The CHiLD ABUSE ASSESSMENT workshop 
will include the study of the assessment and 
method of reporting of sexual assault, neglect, 

Workshops for LEPs
continued from page 4

severe	neglect,	general	neglect,	willful	cruelty	or	
unjustifiable	 punishment,	 corporal	 punishment	
or injury, and abuse in out-of-home care. The 
training	 also	 includes	 physical	 and	 behavioral	
indicators of abuse, crisis counseling techniques, 
community resources, rights and responsibilities 
of reporting, consequences of failure to report, 
caring for a child’s needs after a report is 
made,	 sensitivity	 to	 previously	 abused	 children	
and adults, and implications and methods of 
treatment for children and adults. Ψ

Do you have an 

idea that would

 take about $500 

to carry out, 

but can’t get 

funding from 

your school or 

school district? 

Apply for a CSP Foundation Mini-Grant 
today! Go to www.casponline.org and click 
on CSP Foundation. From the drop down 
menu, click on Mini-Grant application. 
Mini-Grant applications are accepted and 
funded throughout the year.

Mini-Grant Application
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Expanding the Role of the School Psychologist with 
Tier 2 PBiS implementation - Third in Series

The PBIS framework follows a three-tiered system 
of	intervention	delivery,	providing	different	levels	
of	behavior	support	based	on	student	need	and	
response	to	the	intervention.	It	is	critical	that	tier	
1	and	2	supports	are	 implemented	with	fidelity	
so that only a small percentage of students 
require tier 3 supports. The reason being, tier 3 
supports are intended to be much more resource-
intensive	(i.e.	 individualized	and	time	intensive)	
based	on	student	needs.	This	requires	flexibility,	
creative	 scheduling,	 and	 hard	 work	 from	 the	
school	 psychologist	 and	 the	 administrative	
team	 on	 campus	 to	 implement	 effectively.	 Tier	
3	elements	will	 be	defined	 in	 this	article	along	
with perceptions from administrators about 
the role of the school psychologist with tier 3 
PBIS implementation. From my experience as 
an administrator, if tier 1 and 2 systems are in 
place	with	full	fidelity,	school	psychologists	have	
a better chance of creating and supporting the 
implementation	of	tier	3	behavior	systems.	which	
requires their expertise. Some Tier 3 elements 
cited by PBS.org include but are not limited to 
the	following:	

PBiS Tertiary Tier (tier 3)

•	 Team-based	comprehensive	assessment	
•	 Linking	of	academic	and	behavior	supports		
•	 Individualized	intervention	based	on	

assessment information focusing on 
a)	prevention	of	problem	contexts,	b)	
instruction	on	functionality	equivalent	skills,	
and instruction on desired performance 
skills,	c)	strategies	for	placing	problem	
behavior	on	extinction,	d)	strategies	for	
enhancing contingence reward of desired 
behavior,	and	e)	use	of	negative	or	safety	
consequences if needed 

•	 	Functional	behavioral	assessment
• Collection and use of data for decision-

making	(March	2009).

How Administrators Want School Psychologists 
to Support PBiS Tier 3 implementation

Three administrators representing all grade 
levels	 were	 interviewed	 for	 the	 purpose	 of	 this	
article to help identify how school psychologists 
can support tier 3 PBIS implementation at their 
school sites. Although, all the administrators 
interviewed	found	value	in	the	work	that	school	
psychologists do in meeting their special 
education	obligations,	they	found	more	value	in	
the following list of items that would ultimately 
result in lower special education testing rates, 
lower suspension/expulsion rates, and academic 
growth for all students. 

Note	 that	 the	 list	 of	 desired	 activities	 from	
administrators	 include	 BOTH	 direct	 service	
(i.e.	 counseling	 sessions,	 collecting	 data)	 and	
indirect	 service	 (i.e.	 consultation,	 professional	
development	 for	others,	develop	strategies	and	
procedures).	 As	 a	 current	 administrator,	 and	 a	
former school psychologist, I am encouraging 
school psychologists to listen carefully to the 
needs of our clients, who are our administrators 
and students. If we demonstrate to administrators 
that we want help support PBIS tier 3 
implementation the best that we can, not only 
will	students	we	serve	show	more	improvement,	
but  administrators will take notice and will likely 
advocate	for	our	jobs!	

There	 were	 many	 recommendations	 provided	
from	 the	 administrators	 I	 interviewed	 and	 the	
clear	trends	reflect	a	strong	desire	to	have	their	

school	psychologist	understand	intense	behavior	
difficulties,	 help	 support	 development	 and	
implementation	of	tier	3	behavior	interventions,	
assist	 with	 identification	 of	 students	 that	
need	 tier	 3	 intervention	 supports,	 understand	
practical ways of progress monitoring tier 3 
interventions	and	help	educate	and	support	staff	
on	implementing	tier	3	behavior	interventions.	

The CASP board members challenge you to 
select	3-5	items	on	the	lists	provided	and	discuss	
them with your school administrator to set a goal 
together for this or next school year. Remember 
to	advocate	 for	a	“team”	so	you	do	not	end	up	
trying	 to	 do	 everything	 by	 yourself.	 	 After	 you	
decide your focus areas, look for professional 
development	opportunities	through	the	California	
Association	 of	 School	 Psychologists	 (CASP),	
your	local	SELPA,	or	CASP	affiliates.	Feel	free	to	
contact me at Jyergat@centralusd.k12.ca.us for 
more resources

- - -

Dr. Yergat is the Region III Representative to the 
CASP Board of Directors and an administrator 
with the Central Unified School District.

Ψ

By Jessica Djabrayan yergat, Ed.D.

Administrator 1  Administrator 2  Administrator 3 
Help PBIS team build and 
implement tier 3 behavior 
intervention plans.  

Understand how to identify 
behavior problems and define 
with three components: 
antecedent(s), behavior(s), and 
consequence(s). 

Help progress monitor the impact of 
each of the tier 3 interventions that are 
in place and communicate progress 
with administrators, parents, and 
families. 

Have knowledge about the school 
systems, the student, and 
behaviors. Make sure the 
behaviors are operationally 
defined.  

Make sure behavior intervention 
plans (BIPs) are developed by a 
team of individuals who work 
with the student and make sure 
that the plan is practical. 

Use collected data on student behavior 
to assess intervention effects and make 
modifications as needed. Be proactive 
and preventative.  

Coordinate Tier 3 supports with 
all school staff involved. 

Understand and be able to 
explain special education law. 

Help support teachers in implementing 
tier 3 intervention plan. Help get 
teacher buy in with implementation.  

Provide formal training in                                       
implementation of the tier 3    
interventions to staff. 

Include teaching, coaching, and 
supporting the core elements of 
the tier 3 strategies and 
interventions. 
 

Make sure students receiving tier 3 
supports also have access to tier 1 
and/or tier 2 supports. 

Help administrator provide 
annual staff development in tier 3 
procedures. 

Orient staff to tier 3 support 
implementation. 

Make sure FBA, BIPs include all the 
elements necessary for effectiveness 
(ensuring physical safety, minimizing 
reward of problem behavior, include 
strategies for preventing problem 
behavior, rewarding appropriate 
behavior etc.) 

Know how to use the behavior 
data system for monitoring tier 3 
impact and provide reports for the 
PBIS team to utilize.  

Help identify students that need 
intense behavior interventions. 
Make sure to support monitoring 
of their plan on a weekly or 
sometimes even daily basis.  

Utilize Leaps behavior curricula 
goleaps.com as part of independent 
study and special needs students.  

Review the tier 3 interventions 
and help with modifications, as 
needed. 

Incorporate behavior lessons into 
weekly counseling sessions.  

 

Develop tier 3 supports that include 
procedures that allow a continuum of 
strategies to match student needs (e.g. 
single-element interventions, multi-
component interventions, wrap around, 
life-style enhancement, medical 
supports). 

Get parent or guardian input and 
involvement with students 
receiving tier 3 supports. 
Communicate with them 
regularly.  

Help design structured day 
schedules for students with a 
plan for them to earn incentives 
with progress. 

Support teachers and administrators in 
supervising students during 
unstructured times and helping teach 
appropriate behaviors by modeling and 
providing teaching opportunities on a 
regular basis.  
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CASP Mobile App Corner

ClassDojo
By	Class	Twist	Inc	(v.	1.4.1)

For	PC,	Mac,	Android	and	iOS	(smartphones	and	tablets),	Free

www.classdojo.com

Review	by	Reza	Shahroozi

Classroom	behavior	management	
has	 become	 an	 ever	 increasing	
challenge for today’s teachers.  
ClassDojo was created by Sam 
Chaudhary and Liam Don in order 
to support teachers’ instruction 
of	appropriate	behavior	and	good	
character.  The program uses car-
toon	 monsters	 and	 notifications	
to	instantly	reward	good	behavior	
and redirect students who are 
acting out.  Spurred by the re-
search	 suggesting	 that	 behavior	
is a major predictor of academic 
achievement,	 ClassDojo	 uses	
icons,	 badges,	 and	 pop-notifica- Ψ

By Reza Shahroozi, PhD Student, 
University	of	California,	Santa	Barbara

The	Mobile	App	Corner	contains	reviews	of	mobile	applications	(Android	
and	iOS)	written	by	school	psychology	trainers,	practitioners,	and	students.		
The	intent	is	to	provide	you	with	snapshot	reviews	of	mobile	apps	that	have	
practical uses in the schools.  

Are	you	interested	in	submitting	review	articles	or	have	comments	and/or	
questions about a particular application’s features?  If so, please contact 
Reza Shahroozi at sshahroozi@education.ucsb.edu 

FiGURE 1: Smartphone 
reinforcement screen

       

FiGURE 2: Behavior tracking screen displayed to class

tions	to	give	students	real	time	feedback	in	the	classroom.		It	also	captures	
and generates student report cards that include a pie chart summarizing 
their	positive	and	negative	behaviors.		

To get started with ClassDojo, teachers can register for a free account on 
the	ClassDojo	website.	They	will	then	be	asked	to	create	a	“dojo	monster”	
for each student in their class. Then using a projector or SMART Board, 
teachers can display rewarded points for traits such as listening, following 
directions, sharing, and staying on task.  Similarly, points may be deducted 
from	students	 for	off	 task	behaviors	such	as	being	out	of	one’s	seat	or	
calling out when the teacher is speaking.  A large pop-up icon with the 
student’s	 name	 flies	 on-screen,	 complete	 with	 an	 icon	 for	 the	 specific	
behavior.	There	is	a	default	list	of	behaviors,	but	these	and	icon	choices	
can be customized.  Ingeniously, teachers can reward their students using 
the program’s tablet and smartphone apps. 

The application is free, making it an easier sell for school psychologists 
to	 recommend	 it	 to	 teachers	 with	 whom	 they	 work.	 	Moreover,	 I	 would	
encourage school psychologists to explore its use in their own social skills 
groups.	The	developers	only	ask	that	users	contact	them	on	their	website	
if	they	have	suggestions	or	spot	any	bugs	in	the	software.

School Crisis Support
continued from page 7

actually	perceive	the	school	as	being	safe.	Thus,	
the strong attendance rate was a great sign. 
Group	psychological	 first	 aid	also	 took	place	 in	
classrooms and with selected groups. Finally, 
the district was preparing for an upcoming large-
scale parent meeting. NEAT informally refers to 
this	type	of	community	forum	as	a	“Y’all	Come”	
meeting. Community forums are extremely 
helpful	when	there	is	significant	impact	to	parents	
and community. It is important that this type 
of meeting is closely monitored and timelines 
are met. As a general rule, the meeting should 
not extend beyond an hour or two. Designated 
expert public speakers should be selected to 
deliver	specific	information	and	parent	questions	

Ψ

should be held until the end. Often, as more 
and more information gets communicated, the 
parents’ emotions become gradually diffused. 
In many cases, the school psychologist may be 
asked	to	provide	some	information	as	part	of	the	
mental health team. Typical points commonly 
covered	 are:	 	 preparing	 for	 crisis	 reactions,	
normalizing	 reactions/psychological	 first	 aid,	
troubling	 warning	 signs,	 services	 available	 on	
school campus, referral procedures and names 
of	 parent	 liaisons.	 Further,	 providing	 handouts	
outlining	these	topics	is	very	useful.

Assistance from the NEAT team is free to any 
school or district experiencing a traumatic 
event.	 NEAT	members	 are	 available	 for	 on-site	
aid to school psychologists and crisis teams 
when requested, as well as phone and email 
consultation.	 Contact	 the	 team	 via	 the	 Chair,	
Cathy Paine, at cpaine19@gmail.com	 or	 541-
729-5242.		Information	about	the	team	can	also	

be	obtained	on	the	NASP	website	(	http://www.
nasponline.org/resources/crisis_safety/neat.
aspx	).		

- - -

All three authors are NEAT team members. 
Larisa Pikover Crookston, PhD, is a specialist 
in the Psychological Services Division of the 
Special Education Service Center West for the 
Los Angeles Unified School District. 
Cathy Kennedy-Paine is NEAT chair and a school 
psychologist from Springfield, Oregon. 
Richard Lieberman is a school psychologist and 
consultant for the CalMHSA K-12 Student Mental 
Health Initiative, through the Los Angeles County 
Office of Education
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interview with School 
Psychologist 
Susan Goldman  
By Robert Martin, PhD

Background

I	have	known	Sue	 for	many	years.	We	are	both	 involved	 in	 the	 International	School	
Psychology	Association	 (ISPA),	 so	we	get	 together	 for	 that	 conference	 in	a	different	
county	each	year.	We	also	meet	up	at	CASP	conferences.	Over	the	years	I	have	come	to	
know Sue’s passion for school psychology and for the school psychology organizations 
with	which	she	is	involved	(including	a	stint	as	CASP	president).	I	thought	it	would	be	
interesting	to	share	some	of	her	knowledge	about	ISPA	and	some	of	her	involvement	in	
school psychology organizations. 

What is your work history? 

At	the	beginning	of	my	career,	I	worked	for	10-1/2	years	for	the	Fresno	County	Office	of	
Education.	I	have	spent	the	last	25	years	working	for	the	Clovis	Unified	School	District	
where I was the GATE psychologist for many years, until they eliminated the position 
due	to	budget	 issues.	 I	also	ran	a	Primary	 Intervention	Program	for	about	10	years.	
For	a	 few	years	 I	was	a	program	specialist	 for	 the	elementary	 intervention	program	
(primarily	for	ED	students).

Have you held any CASP positions?

Yes,	 I	have	been	Region	 III	Representative,	Northern	Affiliate	Representative,	Ethics	
Specialist, President, Employment Relations Specialist, General Education Chair, and 
Liaison to ISPA.
As	much	as	I’ve	given	to	CASP,	I	feel	I’ve	gotten	even	more	back.	I’ve	met	intelligent,	
gifted	people	who	have	bestowed	their	knowledge	on	me,	made	wonderful	friends	and	
have	kept	up	to	date	on	the	latest	legislative	and	professional	changes	happening	in	
the	field.

Have you been politically involved with iSPA?

Yes,	I	was	the	Communications	and	Publications	Chair	for	many	years,	I	was	a	member	
of	 the	Ethics	Committee	that	wrote	most	of	 the	first	Ethics	Code,	and	 I	serve	as	an	
Interaction Group Leader at the conferences.

Have you been involved with your local CASP affiliate?

I	have	been	Secretary	and	President	of	the	Central	Valley	Affiliate-CASP.
As	an	experienced	school	psychologist,	what	are	some	changes	you	have	witnessed	in	
our	profession	over	the	years?

Negative	changes	–
•	 Much	more	litigious,	resulting	in	having	to	write	exceedingly	long	psycho-educational	
reports	to	cover	yourself	in	the	case	of	a	due	process	hearing	(so	far	I’ve	managed	to	
avoid	those	but	may	have	my	first	this	fall	where	I	was	told	I	was	on	the	witness	list	as	
the	MH	therapist,	even	though	the	issue	at	hand	has	nothing	to	do	with	me).

• More dysfunctional families
• Increased bullying
• Less respect on the part of students and parents for educators
• More testing and less time for dealing with social-emotional issues unless it’s a 
significant	behavior	issue

• Too much focus nationally on standardized tests eliminating a lot of the fun learning 
activities	in	education	and	as	well	as	development	of	critical	thinking	skills

• More job stress

Positive	changes	–	
• Psychologists focusing on system-wide changes
• Implementation of peer counseling 
• Implementation of anti-bullying programs spearheaded by school psychs
•	 RtI	–	although	implementation	is	often	problematic
•	 Districts	focusing	a	great	deal	on	staff	development
•	 Taking	over	the	Mental	Health	component	of	special	education
•	 Increased	specialization	for	autism	and	behavioral	interventions
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YEAR LOCATION THEME CONVENER 

1975 Munich, Germany School psychology in changing 
societies. 

Cal Catterall 
Fran Culbertson 

1977 Helsingor, Denmark Child rearing and educational 
practices, interaction and 
personality development. 

Anders Poulsen 

1979 York, England Psychology for children: today 
and tomorrow. 

Ken Cornwall 

1980 Jerusalem, Israel Psychology and changing 
education. 

Uriel Last 

1982 Stockholm, Sweden Children, the mirror of society. Anna-Lisa Mellden 
1983 Indianapolis, Indiana, 

USA 
Psychological abuse of 
children and youth. 

Stuart Hart 

1984 Orleans, France Communication. Jean-Claude 
Guillemard 

1985 Southampton, England The psychologist's role in creating 
harmony in the home, school, 
society throughout the world. 

Ludwig Lowenstein 

1986 Nyborg, Denmark Professional roles and functions 
of the school psychologist. 

Anders Poulsen 

1987 Interlaken, Switzerland Overcoming barriers. Ruedi Zoegg 
1988 Bamberg, Germany Prevention, preventive 

strategies and programs. 
Detlef Berg 

1989 Ljubliana, Slovenia  School psychology in the 
social context. 

Marjan Setinc 

1990 Newport, Rhode 
Island, USA 

Children at risk: therapies and 
interventions. 

Roger & Fredda 
Chauvette 

1991 Braga, Portugal School psychology and human 
development. 

Leandro Almeida 

1992 Istanbul, Turkey Respect children as persons: an 
imperative. 

Nevin Dolek 

1993 Banska-Bystrica, 
Slovakia 

School psychology in and for 
democracy and the changing 
world. 

Anton Furman 

1994 Campinas, Brazil The challenge of school 
psychology: the child's future 
in school, family and society. 

Raquel Guzzo 

1995 Dundee, Scotland Educating children toward 
mutual respect and tolerance. 

Keith Topping 

1996 Eger, Hungary Continuity and change: 
organizations, groups, 
individuals in crisis. 

Nora Katona 

1997 Melbourne, Australia School psychology making 
links: making the difference. 

Mardie Whitla 

1998 Jurmala, Latvia Identity and self- esteem: 
interactions of students, 
teachers, family and society. 

Sarmite Voitkane 

1999 Kreuzlingen, 
Switzerland 

Global thinking - individual 
acting. 

Lukas Scherer 

2000 Durham, New 
Hampshire, 
USA 

School psychology around the 
world: many languages, one 
voice for children. 

Peg Dawson 

2001 Dinan, France Psychology and education for 
the 21st century. 

Suzanne Guillard 
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2002 Nyborg, Denmark Education for all - how 
inclusive can you get? 

Anders Poulsen 
Elisabeth Jacobsen 

2004 Exeter, England School Psychology: whose 
needs, whose benefits? 

Bob Burden 

2005 Athens, Greece Promoting the wellbeing of 
children and youth: achallenge for 
the school community, the family 
system and the school 
psychologist. 

Sissy Hatzichristou 

2006 Hangzhou, China Mental health and education: 
students, teachers and parents. 

Hongwu Zhou 

2007 Tampere, Finland  Meeting individual and 
community needs.  

Arja Sigfrids 

2008 Utrecht, The 
Netherlands 

School Psychology in a 
Changing Society 

Ellen Mackaay-Cramer 

2009 Bugibba, Malta School Psychology for Diversity Paul Bartolo 
2010 Dublin, Ireland School Psychology: Making 

Life Better for All Children 
Michael Sheehan 

2011 Vellore, India Educational Psychology in the 
Context of Globalization, 
Diversity and Societal Challenges 

G.P. Thakur 

2012 Montreal, Canada Helping the World's Children 
Realize Their Dreams 

Suzette Goguen 
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Legislative & Budget Update: 
By Jeff Frost, CASP	Legislative	Advocate

Schools Brace for Funding Change
State Budget  
Under	 the	Governor’s	 budget,	 the	K-14	 education	
(Proposition	 98)	 spending	 level	 is	 $56.2	 billion:	
an	increase	of	about	$2.7	billion	over	current	year	
levels.	This	proposed	spending	level	is	approximately	
$450	million	higher	 than	 the	Legislative	Analyst’s	
estimate	 from	 last	 November	 and	 reflects	 the	
Governor’s	 decision	 to	 include	 $526	 million	 of	
Proposition	39	(CA	Clean	Energy	Jobs	Act)	funding	
inside the Prop. 98 guarantee--as most of these 
funds	 will	 be	 used	 for	 energy	 efficiency	 school	
construction	 and	 modernization	 projects	 in	 K-14	
schools.	 This	 “re-benching”	 of	 the	 Proposition	 98	
guarantee accounts for most of the differences 
between	the	revenue	and	expenditure	assumptions	
of	the	Governor	(January)	and	the	Legislative	Analyst	
(November).	

Local Control Funding Formula  
The	 Governor	 also	 announced	 that	 he	 intends	 to	
enact	 and	 implement	 a	 new	 K-12	 school	 finance	
system	starting	in	2013-14.	The	Governor’s	proposal	
(now	 called	 the	 “Local	 Control	 Funding	 Formula”)	
is based upon the same fundamental “weighted 
student	 funding	 formula”	 principles	 identified	 last	
year. Those core implementation assumptions 
include:	

Every	 district	 and	 county	 office	 will	 begin	 with	 its	
2012-13 total funding per-ADA as its “starting 
point.”

Honoring	 the	 Governor’s	 previous	 commitment	 to	
fund	all	existing	K-12	revenue	limit	deficits,	growth	
funding will be used to restore district and county 
office	base	grants	to	average	2007-08	undeficited	
revenue	limits.	

A	 unique	 “funding	 target”	 will	 be	 established	 for	
every	district	under	the	new	model	based	upon	its	
particular	grade	span	configuration,	its	percentage	
of students who are English-Language Learners 
or eligible for Free-and-Reduced-Price Meals, and 
its	 current	 funding	 levels	 for	 Home-to-School	 and	
Special	 Education	 Transportation,	 TIIG	 (Targeted	

Instruction	Improvement	Grants),	and	Foster	Youth	
Funding.  So districts with higher concentrations of 
EL	and	poor	students	as	well	as	those	that	receive	
categorical add-ons like TIIG and home-to-school 
transportation,	will	have	significantly	higher	targets	
than	 those	 that	 do	 not.	 	 This	 “funding	 target”	 for	
each district is to be increased each year by the 
statutory	Cost-of-Living	Adjustment.

Under	 a	 “hold	 harmless”	 provision,	 no	 district	 or	
county	 office	 will	 ever	 receive	 less	 total	 revenue	
than it did in 2012-13. 

Special Education Finance - To address funding 
inequities among special education local plan 
areas,	 inefficiencies	 and	 a	 lack	 of	 flexibility,	 the	
Budget	proposes	the	following:

Eliminating the integration of federal funds in 
the state’s AB 602 calculation and treating both 
funding	streams	separately	to	remove	unnecessary	
complications in the formula and help equalize 
funding among special education local plan areas.

Consolidating	funding	for	several	special	education	
program add-ons into the base AB 602 formula 
calculation,	 while	 collapsing	 another	 15	 special	
education add-on programs into 10 based on 
similar	activities.

It is not yet clear what the practical impacts will be of 
this	formula	shift	given	that	under	current	practice	
federal	funds	backfill	the	AB	602	allocations.	There	
could be impacts related to this change that could 
create winners and losers in the formula allocation 
of state funding.  

Mental Health Funding - The changes proposed for 
special	education	finance	are	not	intended	to	affect	
funding set aside for the realignment of mental 
health	 services	 for	 special	 education	 students	
implemented	last	year	—	$357	million	in	Proposition	
98	General	Fund	and	an	additional	$69	million	 in	
federal funds is dedicated for this purpose. 

Mandate Block Grant & BIP – The budget expands 
the	 K-12	 mandate	 block	 grant	 to	 pay	 for	 the	
Behavior	 Intervention	 Program	 (BIP)	 and	 high	

school	 science	 graduation	 requirement	 ($100	
million).	 The	 additional	 revenue	 will	 increase	 the	
funding	level	for	the	Block	Grant	to	about	$45/ADA.	
To	date,	about	77%	of	all	K-12	school	districts	are	
participating, and the administration expects that 
the new funding will increase this participation. The 
administration also indicates that the additional 
funds	should	cover	the	entirety	of	BIP	claims.		

Senator Steinberg Urges Greater Mental 
Health Funding  
In mid-January, State Senate leader Darrell 
Steinberg	(D-Sacramento)	was	in	Washington,	D.C.,	
and	 met	 with	 congressional	 leaders.	 Motivated	
by the shootings in Newtown, Conn., Steinberg is 
urging Washington to adopt a national mental health 
policy. He also presented his recommendations to 
a commission spearheaded by Vice President Joe 
Biden to come up with ideas about how do reduce 
gun	violence.	Steinberg	says	his	$10-billion	plan	to	
diagnose and treat mental illness would go a long 
way toward reducing mass shootings like the one at 
Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., 
last year. Steinberg led the effort for Proposition 63, 
which	generated	about	$1	billion	a	year	for	mental	
health programs in California. 

Additionally,	CASP	lobbyists	have	met	with	Senator	
Steinberg’s staff to urge that he make another 
push	 for	 saving	 the	 Early	 Mental	 Health	 Initiative	
(EHMI)	funding.		In	2012-13,	the	$15	million	for	the	
program	was	vetoed	by	the	Governor	because	of	his	
desire	to	have	the	program	collapsed	into	the	Local	
Control Block Grant. CASP has told the Senator that 
saving	EHMI	is	a	high	priority	for	2013.

CASP Works With Legislators on Mental 
Health Programs
CASP has met with the staff of Senator Ron 
Calderon	and	with	Assembly	Member	Kristen	Olsen	
to	 assist	 them	 in	 the	 development	 of	 legislation	
that would prioritize mental health programs in 
local schools. These meetings has been requested 
by the legislators in the hope that CASP’s expertise 
could	 be	 helpful	 in	 developing	 legislation	 that	
would	assist	students	with	issues	related	to	violent	
behavior.	CASP	will	be	working	with	these	legislators	
to	 develop	 options	 for	 implementing	 programs	
designed	 around	 the	 components	 of	 Positive	
Behavior	Interventions	&	Support	which	have	been	
utilized successfully in many school districts. Ψ

Spring Conference Committee
CASP would like to thank the Spring Conference 2013 Committee 
for	its	work	and	dedication	to	this	event:
Stephen Brock, conference committee chair; 

Sean	Surfas,	CASP	continuing	professional	development	chair;	

Equity, WEllnEss & ExcEllEncE at school

Maricela	Avelar,	Kristen	Baisden,	Brynn	Balcom,	Misty	Bonta,	
Carolyn Chang, Cathi Christo, Pa H. Dipad, Emily Flitsch, Jeremy Greene, 
Emily	Holly,	Mike	Jones,	Trisha	Koch,	Penny	Rogers,	Jolene	Rodriguez,	
Evelyn	Sandoval,	LaShante	Smith,	Laurel	Tanner,	Alyssa	Ybarra,	
Lisa	Yocum,	Doua	Her,	and	Cynthia	Quintero

Thanks!
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The NASP Report
School-Based Mental Health: A State and 
National Perspective of the Role of the 
School Psychologist
By Margaret A. Sedor, NCSP, NASP Delegate, California

School-based	mental	health	services	have	been	
subject to debate for many, many years. The 
need	 of	 students	 for	 mental	 health	 services	
continue to grow yet, the funding, resources, and 
services	 have	 diminished.	 	 We	 know	 students	
perform	 better	 in	 school	 when	 they	 receive	
social-emotional supports.  Educators are now 
beginning to address the barriers to learning 
by	 developing	 schools	 that	 provide	 a	 cohesive	
and	 integrated	 continuum	 of	 interventive	
and	 preventive	 services	 to	 promote	 healthy	
development.		School	psychologists	are	specially	
trained to connect mental health to learning 
and	behavior	and	are	instrumental	in	creating	a	
continuum	of	services	 that	meets	 the	needs	of	
students.

More recently, the safety, social, emotional, 
and	 behavioral	 needs	 of	 students	 has	 been	 a	
state and national concern.  In 2011, California 
state	 legislature	moved	 to	discontinue	AB3632	
(mental	 health	 services	 provided	 by	 County	
Mental	Health	for	students	with	special	needs).	
The	 responsibility	 was	 turned	 over	 to	 Local	
Education	 Agencies	 (LEA)	 to	 provide	 school-
based	 mental	 health	 services	 to	 students	
with IEPs. The California Association of School 
Psychologists	 (CASP)	 published	 a	 position	
statement identifying school psychologists as the 
legal	authority	to	provide	psychological	services	
to special education students. It also showed 
that	school	psychologists	have	the	best	training	
and	 highest	 expertise	 to	 deliver	 mental	 health	
interventions	 to	 develop	 social	 and	 life	 skills.	
(CASP	Position	Statement,	2011).	 	 In	 response	
to	 this	 legislative	 shift,	 schools	 have	 assumed	
the	 responsibility	 of	 evaluating	 and	 providing	
Educationally	 Related	 Mental	 Health	 Services	
(ERMHS)	 and	 many	 school	 psychologists	 have	
assumed the leadership role as the school-based 
mental health specialist.

The National Association of School Psychologists 
(NASP)	identifies	school	psychologists	as	mental	
health professionals who help children and youth 
overcome	barriers	to	success	in	school,	at	home,	
and in life.  

NASP states that mental health is not simply 
the absence of mental illness, but also means 
having	 the	 skills	 necessary	 to	 cope	 with	
life’s challenges. If ignored, mental health 
problems can interfere with children’s learning, 
development,	relationships,	and	physical	health.	
The mission of NASP embeds the importance of 
mental	 health	 role	 of	 school	 psychologists:	 “To	

represent school psychology and support school 
psychologists to enhance the learning and mental 
health	of	all	children	and	youth.”		Mental	health	is	
incorporated within the NASP strategic plan and 
the	10	domains	identified	within	the	NASP	2010	
Model	for	Comprehensive	and	Integrated	School	
Psychological	Services;	commonly	referred	to	as	
the	NASP	practice	model.	(NASP,	2010).	

Last month, our nation experienced the tragedy 
of a school shooting in Newton, Connecticut. 
Among	those	who	lost	their	lives	was	a	member	
of our national family of school psychologists, 
Mary Sherlach.  Our thoughts and prayers are 
with	her	 family	and	 loved	ones.	 	NASP	and	 the	
National	 Emergency	 Assistance	 Team	 (NEAT)	
were	 instrumental	 in	 providing	 direct	 services,	
outreach, resources, a multitude of press 
releases,	 and	 media	 interviews.	 Our	 very	 own	
California Crisis experts, Rich Lieberman and 
Stephen	Brock	who	lead	the	development	of	the	
only school-based crisis model and curriculum 
(NASP	 PREPaRE),	 were	 instrumental	 in	 the	
response.	 	 The	 resources	 made	 available	 by	
NASP	has	been	widely	used	over	the	years,	over	7	
million hits to the resources on the NASP website 
were made after the tragedy of 9/11.

White House Task Force
In response to this recent tragedy of the 
Connecticut school shooting, President 
Obama committed to identifying concrete and 
comprehensive	 strategies	 to	 ensure	 safe	 and	
supportive	 learning	environments.	 	He	 charged	
members of cabinet and members of Congress 
to work with national safety experts to take action 
and create solutions.  NASP is participating in this 
task force.  NASP has historically been a leader 
in	 creating	 learning	 environments	 that	 protect	
both the physical and psychological safety of 
students and staff and is committed to helping 
guide	policy	in	preventing	school	and	community	
violence.	 	 NASP	 agrees	 these	 strategies	 must	
include addressing mental health and should 
reinforce collaboration between schools, 
families,	and	communities.	 	 It	 is	 imperative	we	
shift the focus of from solely school building 
safety to one which addresses the continuum of 
needs	and	services	that	lead	to	improved	safety,	
well-being, and learning for children and youth.  
NASP proposes the following policy and practice 
recommendations	 to	 most	 effectively	 address	
school	safety:

1.	Increase	access	to	mental	health	services	
and supports.

2.	Develop	safe	and	supportive	schools.
3.	Implement	school	safety	initiatives	that	

consider both psychological and physical 
safety.

4.	Improve	screening	and	threat	assessment	
procedures to identify and meet the needs 
of	individuals	at	risk	for	causing	harm	to	
themselves	and	others.

5.	Establish	trained	school	safety	and	crisis	
teams.

6. Conduct a national campaign to reduce 
stigma around mental illness and to 
promote mental health on par with physical 
health.

7.	Improve	policies	that	limit	exposure	to	
media	violence	among	children,	youth,	and	
vulnerable	populations.

8.	Review	and	revise	as	needed	current	
policies and legislation addressing access 
to	firearms	by	those	who	have	the	potential	
to	cause	harm	to	themselves	or	others.

NASP	 contends	 efforts	 to	 respond	 effectively	
to	 these	 priorities	 will	 require	 (a)	 policies	 that	
promote	 education,	 training,	 and	 research;	 (b)	
take into account the mission and purpose of 
schools, and how schools and communities can 
work	together,	and	(c)	legislation	and	funding	to	
reduce	and	prevent	violence	while	also	promoting	
the learning and well-being of our children and 
youth.		(NASP	Press	Release,	January	2013)

Lady Gaga
This month, NASP extended its work to address 
the well-being of students through the launch of 
a partnership with Lady Gaga’s Born this Way 
Foundation	 along	 with	 several	 other	 national	
partners	 to	provide	a	 safe	arena	where	 youth	are	
encourage to be the person they were born to be.  
The foundation was founded by Lady Gaga and her 
mother	 in	 2011	 to	 inspire	 bravery,	 promote	 self-
acceptance, and foster a more accepting society. 
The	 foundation	 will	 host	 a	 pre-concert	 “tailgate”	
event	 to	 provide	 youth	 13-25	 an	 opportunity	 to	
celebrate	 their	 individuality	 and	 connect	 with	
organizations	and	local	resources	available	in	their	
community	including	behavioral	and	mental	health	
services,	school	psychologists,	mentoring,	volunteer	
opportunities	 and	 bullying	 and	 suicide	 prevention	
resources.	(NASP	Press	Release,	December	2012).

The mental health of our students is critical for 
success in school and life. The current system of 
mental	health	services	is	inadequate	to	address	the	
increasing need for our children.  A continuum of 
mental	health	services	must	be	accessible	for	our	
students,	and	schools	are	the	natural	environment	
to	provide	such	services.	School	psychologists	have	
the	 best	 training	 and	 most	 expertise	 to	 deliver	
mental	health	interventions.	Collaboration	of	school	
psychologists with families and the community is 
essential in supporting the mental health needs of 
students	and	ensuring	services	and	resources.	It	is	
time for us to unite as a local, state and national 
community of school psychologists to address the 
well-being of our students. Ψ



Nomination Form
Deadline for nominations is March 1, 2013

My nominee for President-Elect	is:		 ______________________________________

My nominee for Secretary-Treasurer	is:		 _______________________________________

My nominee for Region Representative is:	 ______________________________________

 Region I  Region III  Region V  Region VII 	Region	IX

 I	have	secured	the	permission	of	the	above-named	person	to	place	his	or	her	name	in	nomination:
Nominator’s	signature:	_________________________________________________					Date:	____________________________

Nominator’s	Name	(please	print):	________________________________________

Daytime	phone:	_________					_____________________					Email:		________________________________________________

Nominees: On a separate paper, please answer the following questions and submit your answers with the nomination papers. If at all 
possible,	please	also	email	a	photo	(jpg	format)	to	communications@casponline.org
-	Employer:
-	Educational	and	work	experience:
-	Years	and	Offices	held	within	CASP	and/or	your	local	affiliate(s):
-	Briefly	state	your	reasons	for	running	for	CASP	office	and,	if	elected,	what	you	plan	to	accomplish	(75	words	maximum):

- CASP reserves the right to edit ballot statements for length. -
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Want to make a difference in your profession? 
Think about running as a candidate for the CASP 
Board of Directors.

Nominations are now open for the 2013-2014 
Board of Directors. Candidates are needed 
to	 fill	 the	 offices	 of	 president-elect,	 and	 all	 the	
odd-numbered	region	representatives.	They	are	
Region	 I	 (the	 coastal	 counties	 from	 Del	 Norte	
down	to	Marin,	including	Napa	and	Lake),	Region	
III	(Central	Valley	counties	from	Stanislaus	south	
to	include	Kern),	Region	V	(Los	Angeles,	without	
the	Los	Angeles	Unified	School	District),	Region	
VII	 (San	 Diego	 and	 Imperial	 counties),	 and	
Region	IX	(Orange	County).	For	more	information	
on the regions, please see the CASP web site at    
http://www.casponline.org.

Only regular members in good standing 
(those	 whose	 membership	 fees	 are	 current)	
may	 nominate	 or	 run	 for	 office.	 When	 making	
nominations	for	CASP	office,	keep	the	following	
guidelines	and	expectations	in	mind:	

1. Only members in good standing who 
have	served	as	(a)	a	CASP	Board	of	
Directors committee chair or specialist, 
(b)	the	president	of	a	chartered	CASP	
Affiliate,	or	(c)	a	Region	Representative	
are eligible to run for President-Elect.

2. Any member in good standing can run 
for	Region	Representative.	However,	they	
must work in the region they represent.

3. Board member terms begin on July 1, 
2013.

4. The term for President-elect is one-
year, and is then followed by a year as 
President and another year as Past-
president.	As	President,	this	individual	
appoints committee chairs and 
specialists to the Board of Directors, 
facilitates the establishment of board 
policy,	and	serves	as	chairperson	for	all	
Board meetings.

5.	The	term	for	Region	Representatives	is	
two years, with a four-year term limit. 
The	Region	Representatives	represent	
CASP members in their geographical 
region.	This	would	be	the	first	person	a	
CASP	member	would	contact	whenever	
they	have	an	issue	or	question	for	the	
Board of Directors. It is the Region 
Representatives’	responsibility	to	inform	
members	in	their	region	(especially	local	
affiliates)	about	the	actions	of	the	CASP	
Board of Directors.

Nominate Now for the 2013-2014 
CASP Board of Directors:

Please mail or fax this form and 
the	additional	answer	sheet	to:

CASP
1020 12th St., Suite 200
Sacramento, CA  95814

Fax:	916	/	444-1597
Or	email	to:	
communications@casponline.org

6. All elected Board members are required 
to	participate	in	five	board	meetings	per	
year	(typically	held	in	August,	October	
or	November,	January,	June,	and	during	
the	Spring	Conference).	Some	of	these	
meetings are conducted by phone.

If you would like to nominate a colleague 
for	 CASP	 office,	 please	 first	 obtain	 his	 or	 her	
permission, and then complete the nomination 
form	below.	Then	mail,	 fax	 (916/444-1597),	or	
email	 (	 communications@casponline.org	 )	 your	
nomination	to	the	CASP	Office.	

The nomination deadline is March 1, 
2013.	Nominations	received	after	this	

date will not appear on the ballot.

All	 regular	 CASP	 members	 may	 vote	 in	 the	
upcoming election, which will be held online 
throughout the month of April.

Click here for the Nomination Form [PDF]

http://www.casponline.org/

mailto:communications@casponline.org


ABOUT CASP TODAy 
CASP Officers 2012 / 2013
President | Brandon Gamble, Ed.D.
President-Elect | Christine Toleson
Past President | Jenny Jones
Secretary Treasurer | Roger McCoy
Executive	Director	|	Suzanne	Fisher
Region I | Rodrigo Enciso
Region II | Stephanie Haluck
Region	III	|	Jessica	Yergat
Region IV | Seble Gebremedhin
Region V | Tom Sopp
Region VI | Christie Erwin
Region	VII	|	Kristin	Makena
Region VIII | Barbara D’Incau
Region	IX	|	Pedro	Olvera
Region	X	|	Cynthia	Osborn
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CHAirS / SPeCiALiStS
Affiliate	Representative	|	Barbara	Lewis	Mill
Assessment | Michele Bronson
Awards | Sarah Rodriguez
Cultural	Diversity	|	Troy	Leonard
Employment Relations & Ethics | 

Susan Goldman
Foundation President | Ellen Murphy
Historian | Glenn Schumacher
Journal Editor | Michael Hass, PhD
Legislative	|	Doug	Siembieda
Membership Chair | Reza Shahroozi
Continuing	Professional	Development	|	

Sean Surfas, PhD
Professional Standards | Barbara Thomas
Publications/Research | Brian P. Leung, PhD
Spring Training 2013 | Stephen E. Brock, PhD
Ad Hoc Board Members
NASP Delegate/Liaison | Margaret Sedor
Corporate Alliance Liaison | Ellen Murphy

CASP TODAy 
Editor | Brian Leung, PhD

CASP TODAy STAFF
Publications | Heidi Holmblad
Webmaster | Josh Johnson
Graphic Design | Dean L. Fregoso
Executive	Director	|	Suzanne	Fisher

1020 12th Street, 
Suite 200, 
Sacramento,	CA	95814
916	/	444-1595
916	/	444-1597		fax
www.casponline.org

School	 psychologists	 strive	 to	 improve	 the	
educational experience for all children. They 
are the school-based experts on many issues, 
including	 school	 violence,	 special	 education,	
learning disabilities, mental health and school 
and	community-linked	children’s	health	services.
CASPTODAY,	 the	 quarterly	 newsletter	 of	 the	
California Association of School Psychologists, 
reaches about 2,000 school psychologists. It 
features	 informative	 articles	 and	 important	
information for the school psychologist.
CASPTODAY	offers	the	best	opportunity	to	reach	
school	 psychologists	 in	 California	 to	 advertise	
your	products	and	services.	Place	your	ad	in	the	
next issue! Deadline for the Spring 2013 issue is 
April 1, 2013.
For	advertising	discounts,	ask	about	our	
Corporate Membership.

Full Page ....8”	x	10.125”	vert ..............$500
Half Page ...8”	x	5”	horiz .......................$400
2/3rd Page 	5.25”	x	10.125”	vert ........$350
1/3rd Page 2.5”	x	10.125”	vert ...........$300
1/3rd Page 5.25”	x	5”	square ..............$300
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Susan Goldman
continued from page 11

Implementation	of	94-142	and	 IDEA	 in	 its	varying	
revisions	has	had	both	positive	and	negative	results.	
The	positive:	more	mainstreaming	and	 rights.	 The	
negative:	parents’	rights	that	result	in	due	process	
hearings, which take money from programming

What are your experiences with international 
school psychology and iSPA?

I	started	attending	ISPA	colloquia	in	1985	and	have	
been	to	13	since	then.	I	go	to	CASP	conventions	for	
workshops	that	give	me	something	practical	to	use	
in my day-to-day work. I go to ISPA to meet people 
from other countries and learn what goes on in the 
profession	 internationally.	 I	 have	made	 wonderful	
friends	 around	 the	 world,	 have	 stayed	 with	 some	
in	Europe	and	have	had	some	stay	with	me.	I	 love	
going to ISPA conferences and seeing old friends. 
I	 feel	 the	 scientific	program	at	 ISPA	has	 improved	
over	the	years.	I	also	enjoy	the	international	travel	
experiences that are part of ISPA conference 
attendance.

The best ISPA presentations I went to were Dr. 
Reuven	Fuerstein	from	Israel,	the	head	psychologist	
in	Israel	during	the	first	gulf	war	who	talked	about	
the crisis response and crisis hotline they had in 
place	during	the	firing	of	the	scud	missiles	at	Israel,	
and a presentation by a black man and a white man 
from South Africa, while apartheid was still in place. 
The black man talked about his work with children 
done in conjunction with the tribal medicine men 
–	very	interesting.	

Where will the iSPA conference be this summer?

The International School Psychology Association 
conference will be held this summer in Porto, 
Portugal. The dates are July 17-20, 2013. Please 
view	 the	 organization’s	 website	 www.ispaweb.org  
for information on attending this conference.

What is some background on iSPA?

The International School Psychology Association 
(ISPA)	 was	 officially	 founded	 in	 1982,	 but	 can	
trace its roots to 1972, when a group of school 
psychologists	 from	 several	 countries	 formed	 the	
International School Psychology Committee.

iSPA is a Non-Governmental Organization 
officially affiliated to UNeSCO.

Since its foundation, ISPA has successfully 
promoted the spread of school psychology, 
particularly in countries where the profession 
was not fully established. This process has been 
facilitated through the ISPA Colloquium, held 
each year in a different country. This gathering of 
professionals from around the world has an impact 
on	 the	 development	 of	 the	 profession	 in	 the	 host	
country	as	well	as	providing	an	important	forum	for	
professionals from around the world.

ISPA	 is	 strongly	 committed	 to	 improving	 healthy	
development	 and	 quality	 of	 life	 for	 children	
everywhere.	ISPA	has	thus	made	children’s	human	
rights a high priority in its international work during 
the last decade and will maintain this emphasis 
in the future. For this purpose, ISPA has initiated 
and	collaborated	with	international	endeavors	that	
benefit	 children	 or	 hold	 a	 genuine	 promise	 to	 do	
so.	 The	 involvement	 of	 school	 psychology	 at	 the	
national	 level	will	 significantly	 strengthen	many	of	
these projects.

What are you doing now?
I’m	still	working	as	a	school	psychologist.	I	have	one	
elementary	 school,	 two	 high	 school	 intervention	
programs and I’m part of our mental health therapy 
team,	which	we	call	Therapeutic	Intervention.

How do you spend your day?
In general, I do testing, consultation with parents 
and	 teachers,	 and	 counseling.	More	 specifically,	 I	
teach	whole	class	social	skills	lessons	in	first	grade	
classes and I work with my special education team 
to coordinate meetings and discuss testing results 
as well as working to implement RtI with trainings
At	 the	 high	 school	 intervention	 classes	 I	 do	
social	 skills	 lessons,	 group	 counseling,	 individual	
counseling,	some	testing,	staffing	with	the	teacher	
and program specialist, and meetings with parents 
and school counselors.
For	my	therapeutic	intervention	time	I	am	providing	
individual	 counseling	 at	 a	 high	 school.	 This	
also includes meeting with parents at times or 
communicating with them by phone.  

What have been some highlights in your career?
•	 Having	ex-students	come	back	to	visit	and	share	

what they are presently doing.
• Finding out from parents how their problem child 

is now a successful adult
• Hearing teachers talk about the progress their stu-
dents	made	in	the	Primary	Intervention	Program

• Being president of CASP

What advice or message would you give to our 
school psychologists?
Try	 to	 increase	 your	 involvement	 in	 your	 local,	
state, national or international school psychology 
organization.	 It	 has	 been	 an	 invaluable	 life	
experience for me.

http://www.casponline.org


1020 12th Street, 
Suite 200, 
Sacramento,	CA	95814
916	/	444-1595
916	/	444-1597		fax

MEMBERSHiP / RENEWAL
APPLiCATiON

July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013

www.casponline.org

PERSONAL iNFORMATiON Mr.    Ms.    Mrs.    Dr.    •    M.A./S.    PhD    LEP    

Check here if Home and Billing address are the same.

First	Name: ____________________________	 Last	Name: _________________________________

Home	Address: ______________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________________	 State:	 ____________	 Zip	Code: _______________

Billing	Address: ______________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________________	 State:	 ____________	 Zip	Code: _______________

District: ____________________________________________________________________________

County	Where	You	Work: _____________________________________	 Region	No.: _____________

E-mail: ______________________________________	 Work	Phone: __________________________

MEMBERSHiP CATEGORiES (Please	Check	One)

Status	Change	(Check	here	if	this	is	a	membership	category	change.)

Regular Member	 -	 $142.00.	 Regular	Members	 are	 persons	 who	 (1)	 are	
credentialed	 school	 psychologists	 employed	 in	 California,	 OR	 (2)	 are	
Licensed Educational Psychologists. $130.00* register by June 30, 2012

Retired Member	 -	$60.00.	Retired	Members	are	persons	who	are	retired	
(age	65+)	from	active	employment	in	the	schools	and	are	not	employed	in	
any capacity that would qualify for membership in any other category.

Associate Member	-	$142.00	(Please	Check	One)	

Credentialed school psychologist employed in a state other than CA.

Credentialed	school	Psychologist	who	is	on	leave	of	absence	to	personal	
or	professional	reasons,	such	as	pursuing	an	advanced	degree.

A	member	of	an	allied	profession,	interested	in	the	activities	of	CASP.

Student Member	 -	$50.00.	Student	Members	are	persons	who	are	enrolled	
in a full-time training program leading to their initial credential in school 
psychology.

1st year School Psychologist	-	$50.00.	Members	in	this	category	are	persons	
who	are	renewing	CASP	members	that	have	graduated	during	the	2011-2012	
membership	year	and	working.	Please	let	us	know	the	following:

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	name:	_______________________________________________

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	e-mail: _______________________________________________

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	phone:_______________________________________________

PAyMENT OPTiONS

CASP	occasionally	sells	its	mailing	list	to	private	and	non-profit	corporations	related	to	the	school	psychology	profession.	
CASP does not offer for sale its members’ e-mail addresses, phone numbers or fax numbers.

I	am	interested	in	donating	to	the:

“CLD” Cultural Linguistic Diversity Scholarship  Mini-Grants Program “PAC” Political Action Committee

Would	you	like	to	join	the:

CSP Foundation’s eScrip Program?	 Yes	 No

If	Yes,	may	we	use	the	credit	card	below?	 Yes	 No

PAYMENT	IN	FULL	 Membership	Fee	$	 _____________

Check	#	___________		 Mini-Grant	Donation	$	 _____________

	 	 CLD	Donation	$	 _____________

Visa	/	Mastercard	 CASP	PAC	Donation	$	 _____________

Credit	Card	Number:	 TOTAL	$	 _____________

Billing	Zip	Code:
Expiration 
Date

Phone	Number:		(	            	) _____________ —___________________
CASP is authorized to use my credit card for payment of member dues.

Signature: ________________________________________________

*CASP	charges	$25.	for	all	returned	checks.

(Payable	to	CASP*)

Home	Phone: _______________________

rev 051412

https://www.facebook.com/casp.caschoolpsych

After 01/10/2013 - CASP will not activate new payroll deduction requests 
for this membership year. 

Pursuant	to	Education	Code	45060,	I	authorized	the	above-named	school	
district	to	withhold	$14.20	per	month	from	my	salary	for	10	months	of	each	

year beginning with the 10/2012 scheduled payroll for payment of CASP 
dues.

Social	Security	Number:

This information will only be used for processing this application.

Signature: _________________________________________________________________

Pursuant	to	Omnibus	Budget	Reconciliation	Act	of	1993	and	provisions	
contained in the lobbying tax law, CASP is required to inform members that 
10%	of	your	dues	payment	is	non-deductible	as	an	“ordinary	and	necessary”	

business expense. Contributions of gifts to CASP are not tax deductible as 
charitable	contributions.	However,	they	may	be	tax	deductible	under	the	

provisions	of	the	Internal	Revenue	Code.

Payroll Deduction	(Regular	Members	Only)

(circle	all	
that	apply)

CASP is yOU!

Equity, 
WEllnEss & 
ExcEllEncE 
at school

April 18 & 19, 2013
Spring Conference
Doubletree Hotel 

Sacramento

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1399395227
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